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Abstract—The number of novel attacks observed in networked
systems increases every day. Due to the large amount of generated
data over the network, its storage for further analysis may not be
feasible. Moreover, current attacks are becoming more
sophisticated, as the attackers are attempting to evade traditional
intrusion detection mechanisms by perverting their properties.
This paper presents a novel real-time (ongoing) network traffic
measurement approach that supports resilient analysis for stream
learning intrusion detection. The network data is grouped at
runtime according to its characteristics, while each network traffic
flow is discretized at regular time intervals. Each network flow is
classified by a multi-view stream learning classifiers pool, defining
the network flow class through a majority voting approach. The
proposal is able to provide resiliency to the classifiers even for the
detection of unknown attacks. The evaluation tests for the average
operation point (25 views) provides an increase in the system
resilience to adversarial attacks of 22 % when compared to
traditional approaches. Moreover, in the scalability experiments
with a 10-node (single core each) cluster testbed, the network flow
measurement solution (1 view) reached 1.38 Gbps throughput,
while the proposed resilient stream learning intrusion detection
with 25 views reached a throughput of 1.19 Gbps.
Keywords—Stream processing, adversarial machine learning,
stream learning, intrusion detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the Cisco network forecasting report [1], the
average broadband speed will nearly double until 2020.
Nonetheless, in 2016 the annual global traffic already exceeded
the zettabyte threshold and it is expected that until 2020 it will
double, when the network traffic originated from smartphones
should surpass the one coming from desktop PCs. As the amount
of network traffic data increases, it becomes more difficult to
collect and analyze the network activity [2].
Current approaches for network traffic measurement in the
Big Data context rely on Hadoop-based clusters [3, 4]. These
approaches, in general, simply write the raw network traffic
activity log (PCAP) to the filesystem (e.g. HDFS [3]) for further
analysis. Although such approaches offer significant
improvements in network traffic measurement throughput [3],
they lack applicability in real-world environments. For
production usage, the network traffic must be analyzed as soon
as packets are captured to allow proper decision making, e.g., to
perform network-based intrusion detection. Moreover, due to
the large amount of network data, it is normally impossible to
log and store the traffic activity [2].
On the other side, the number of vulnerabilities increases in
a daily basis according to a Symantec report [5]. In 2015, 78
percent of the scanned websites were vulnerable, and 15 percent
of those were critical. Moreover, in 2015, 12 new vulnerabilities
were discovered on average each day [5]. These numbers

highlight the need for security mechanisms that can detect
previously unknown threats.
Machine learning approaches can be employed for the
detection of intrusion attempts, yielding promising results [6].
However, in recent years, some attention has been brought to the
usage of machine learning techniques in adversarial settings [7].
In such settings, the attacker will attempt to evade the detection
mechanism, either by perverting the properties of the
mechanism or by injecting misclassified instances during the
training stage [8]. Thereby, it is fundamental for machine
learning system employed in intrusion detection to be resilient
(often referred as model resilience) to adversarial attacks [7].
Due to the evolving nature of network environments, a great
amount of research was carried out on the development of
stream learning techniques [9]. Such techniques are often
employed in scenarios in which the set of target concepts
(classes) changes over time [10]. For instance, in the networkbased intrusion detection context, the attacker behavior
(intrusion) may change due to the insertion of new attacks [6].
Therefore, in such evolving scenario, the detection mechanism
update could be performed at each new event arrival [9].
However, this approach relies in supervised learning, in which
the event need to be previously classified [11]. Thereby,
rendering traditional stream learning techniques not applicable
to real networked environments [6].
This paper presents a network traffic measurement solution
for resilient stream learning attack detection for real world
network environments. Our proposal continuously processes
streams of raw network events in runtime and in a distributed
manner. Each network flow is grouped according to its
characteristics, and is discretized in time windows for further
network traffic classification. In addition, we propose a resilient
stream learning intrusion detection technique that addresses
adversarial settings. Our proposal relies on a semi-supervised
approach to generate a multi-view pool of stream learning
decision trees (random forest). The classifiers pool is obtained
through a single supervised dataset, and new attacks are reliably
learned in an unsupervised manner. The resiliency to adversarial
attacks is provided by leveraging from a voting mechanism
before the incremental model update, thereby ensuring that each
classifier is updated according to the classifiers pool outcome.
The contribution of our work is threefold. First, to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to address real-time
network traffic measurement in the Big Data context, without
requiring changes in the stream processing frameworks. This is
achieved without storing any data to perform network flow
measurement. Second, we propose and evaluate a new approach
to provide resiliency to stream learning algorithms in adversarial
contexts, while still being able to reliably update the detection
system in an unsupervised manner in face of new attacks. Third,

Figure 1 – Overview of the proposed real-time network traffic measurement architecture.

we design and evaluate the port of a stream learning algorithm
to stream processing frameworks in terms of accuracy and
throughput.
II. BACKGROUND
In the literature, the approaches for network traffic
measurement and classification rely only on the information
available in the network packets [6]. The network traffic
measurement step is responsible for extracting a set of features
from the network data. In general, those features are based in the
communication flow, which can be of two types: host-based and
service-based.
The host-based features refer to historical attributes
regarding the communication (flow) between two hosts, while
the service-based refer to historical attributes of the
communication between two or more services within those two
hosts. The feature set used in this work follows a set of wellknown practices suggested by Viegas et al. [12]. A total of 20
features are extracted for each communication flow based on
[12]. For instance, an example of a service-based feature is the
num_bytes_src_dst, which counts the total number of bytes sent
from a client to a server. After the feature extraction from the
communication flow, the network traffic classification becomes
possible.
Several works have been proposed in the literature for
network traffic classification [6], even in the Big Data context
[4, 13]. In general, the network traffic is classified through
machine learning techniques [6], which can be performed
through supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised learning
[11]. In supervised learning, all events are correctly classified
(labeled) prior to their usage in the training stage, while in
unsupervised learning there is no event labeling [11]. The semisupervised approach relies on a subset of labeled instances, that
are used during the initial training stage.
An emerging field of research, known as adversarial
machine learning [7], considers that the adversary (attacker) will
attempt to evade the intrusion detection mechanism using
sophisticated types of attacks, divided in causative and
exploratory [8]. The causative attacks refer to attacks that occur
during the classifier training process [8], e.g., the attacker inject
malicious packets into the training dataset as normal events. On
the other hand, the exploratory type aims at exploring the

machine learning algorithm [8], e.g., by designing the attack in
a manner that the detection engine classifies it as a normal
activity. Adversarial attacks against stream learning algorithms
could render the system unreliable, as the learning algorithm will
be updated by misclassified instances.
III. PROPOSAL
In this section, we describe the real-time network flow
measurement and the resilient stream learning intrusion
detection modules.
A. Network Flow Measurement
The architecture of the real-time (ongoing) network traffic
measurement system is shown in the left side of Figure 1. A set
of monitored agents, e.g. hosts, network switches or routers,
transmit the events through a message middleware. An event
corresponds to a unit of analysis, such as network packets or
netflow records. The message middleware acts as a broker of
events, being responsible to provide a single interface for all
monitored agents.
The message consumer acts as the data producer for the
proposed system. Its only purpose is to receive the arriving
events in the message middleware, regardless of their content or
source agent. Each read event is forwarded to the Message
Parser in a shuffle manner. The message parser in turn,
determines the event fields and type.
The host-based and service-based flow aggregator modules
perform the actual network flow statistics measurements. To do
that in runtime and in a distributed manner, both aggregators
receive messages through a keyed stream (operators receive
messages according to a hash function). The key for the hostbased flow aggregator is calculated using Eq. 1, whilst the key
for the service-based flow aggregator employs Eq. 2, where src
denotes the event source address and dst denotes the event
destination address.
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The host-based flow aggregator receives events grouped
according to the xor operation of both source and destination
addresses, whilst the service-based flow aggregator also uses the

TCP/UDP port addresses. Through xor’ing of the hash values, it
is possible to forward messages from two specific hosts (and
their services) to the same flow aggregator, regardless of the
current flow message source address. Thereby, allowing the
computation of messages exchanges between two hosts and their
services.
To compute feature values from the grouped events, our
solution discretizes them in time intervals, referred as the
tumbling window. Each tumbling window stores and updates the
features values according to each received event. When a
tumbling window expires, the flow features values are exported
in a host flow or service flow format, and the flow feature values
computation starts over again.
For instance, consider two services exchanging messages
over the network for 3 seconds, and a tumbling window interval
of 2 seconds. To compute those flow values, the message parser
module sends all events exchanged between these two services
(Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) to the same host-based and service-based flow
aggregators. Each aggregator computes the flow features values
for the first 2 seconds, and when the tumbling window expires,
it exports the host flow and service flow to the next module.
When a new event arrives after the initial 2 seconds, the hostbased and service-based flow aggregators creates another
tumbling window and start the flow features values computation
again.
Finally, the Flow Joiner module is responsible to receive all
host and service flows values, and join them in a single flow.
The module receives the exported events through Eq. 3.
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Thus, the flow joiner module receives all flow values from
the same hosts, regardless of the service. For each received
service flow, the flow joiner aggregates it to the last exported
host flow and exports the result to the next module.
One may note that a single host may have several exported
service flows, while having a single host flow, e.g. a single host
accessing two services in another host. Thereby, the flow joiner
must also store the host flow, to mix it with several exported
service flows. To this end, the flow joiner also stores exported
host flows in a tumbling window.
B. Resilient Stream Learning Intrusion Detection (SLID)
After the network flow computation and its export, it
becomes possible to classify it either as normal or attack. The
classification of network flows in evolving and high-speed
networks demands resilient, self-updateable and fast
classification approaches. To provide such properties, our
solution relies in multi-view stream learning decision trees
(pool of decision trees, in which each tree is trained with a
different subset of features, also known as random forest). The
classifier pool is obtained through a single supervised dataset,
and new attacks are reliably learned in an unsupervised manner.
The overall process is shown in the right side of Figure 1.
In order to setup the initial classifiers pool, our approach
relies on a supervised dataset. The pool is obtained through a
multi-view approach, in which each classifier is trained with a
different subset of features from the supervised dataset.
During production operation, each classifier assigns a class
(normal or attack) to the network flows according to the model
(learned labeled event). However, the classifier does not

incrementally update its model, it simply forwards the network
flow and its assigned class to a Pool Class Assigner module.
This module receives a subset of the exported flows (Eq. 4), in
which the
is a unique flow identifier.
=
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The pool class assigner module in its turn defines the flow
class according to a majority voting scheme from the classes
reported by each individual classifier (view). When the flow is
properly classified, the module checks whether there was a
discrepancy in the classifiers class assignment. A discrepancy is
found when the assigned class was not unanimous, in such cases,
the module sends a message to the message middleware in order
to independently update the classifiers pool, through the Pool
Updater module.
The pool updater module reads flows to be updated through
the message middleware, updates its pool and sends the updated
classifiers model for the classification of new flows.
Our proposal is resilient to adversarial attacks since it relies
on the multi-view classification, an attacker must change the
behavior in a way that the majority of the classifiers, takes the
wrong decisions, even though each of them has a unique event
view. Nonetheless, due to the distributed nature of stream
processing frameworks, we can significantly increase the
number of classifiers (views) in our pool without introducing
significant overhead, as will be shown in Section VI.C.
Moreover, our independent update technique (pool updater) is
able to increase the classification system throughput through the
separation of the classifiers update and the classification process.
IV. PROTOTYPE
Our prototype uses monitored agents deployed in hosts. Each
monitored host exports the network packet headers to the
message middleware, which, was implemented with the wellknown open-source Apache Kafka [16], version 0.10.2.0.
We developed the traffic measurement mechanism using the
Apache Flink stream processing framework [15], version 1.2.0.
The proposed windowing mechanisms (Tumbling Window,
Section III.A) was implemented by the Flink API, which
provides native windowing support. The customized keyed
messaging equations (Eq. 1, Eq. 2, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4) were built
using the KeySelector Flink interface. The Apache Kafka
messages are read through the Apache Flink connector API,
version 0.10_2.10.
Each SLID classifier is obtained through the Massive Online
Analysis (MOA) API [17], release 16.04. The subset of features
(view) used for each SLID classifier is randomly obtained using
the same random seed for all evaluation tests at startup time. The
parallelism level (number of threads) varies for each experiment,
according to the used number of worker nodes. However, for the
SLID classifier and pool updater modules, the parallelism level
is set according to the number of used SLID classifiers. Each
module thread holds a SLID classifier view.
V. DATASET
A testbed environment was deployed to evaluate the
prototype, using the approach proposed in [12] to obtain the
network traffic. The dataset is composed by two classes of
network traffic: normal and attack. Two attacks categories were
considered: Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Probing (Probe). The
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Figure 2 – Tradeoff between SLID resilience rate and classifiers in pool.

following DoS attacks were used: SYNFlood, ICMPFlood,
UDPFlood, HTTPFlood, SMTPFlood and SlowLoris
(SYNFlood attack that keeps the communication alive). As for
Probing, the following attacks were trigged: SYNScan,
UDPScan, NULLScan and TCPConnect.
A honeypot hosts every service (server) as well as receives
every attack. The offered services were: HTTP, SSH, SMTP,
SNMP and DNS. Each client requests a service through a
specific workload tool. The time between each request is
pseudo-random, varying from zero to four seconds, to mimic the
client unpredictable behavior while requesting a service.
The testbed consists of 100 interconnected clients, each
running in a separate Ubuntu 16.10 machine. A single honeypot
server was used (honeyd 1.5c), installed on an Ubuntu 16.10.
The attacker hosts were running a Kali Linux version 2.0. We
used 10 machines to generate the attacks, each attacker host
generated a single attack type. The described testbed generated
10 hours’ worth of data with more than 615 million network
packets in a 175.7 GB PCAP (raw network packet) file.
VI. EVALUATION
The evaluation was performed in three steps. First, our
proposed SLID was tested for accuracy and resiliency. Second,
we evaluated our Network Flow Measurement mechanism in
several configurations of the number of used workers and
tumbling window intervals. Finally, we analyzed the whole
solution for different Resilient SLID operation points and
identifying possible performance bottlenecks.
A. Resilience of Stream Learning Intrusion Detection
To the best of our knowledge, there are no standard or wellaccepted measures for model resiliency to adversarial attacks
yet [7]. Thereby, in this paper, we measure the resiliency
through Eq. 5, where
denotes the total number of
samples used to update the detection system in production, while
refers to the total number of misclassified
the
samples from the used set of events to update the detection
mechanism.
= 1−
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Our proposed resilient SLID relies on a supervised dataset.
Therefore, we adopted the following approach: the stream
learning classifiers pool is obtained from a supervised dataset

COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL METHODS AND
SLID: ACCURACY AND RESILIENCY RATES.
SLID (OP, figure 2)
Low

Average

High

Traditional
Machine
Learning
(TML)

Traditional
Stream
Learning
(TSL)

Normal

93.93

95.73

96.62

97.96

92.76

SYNFlood

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

ICMPFlood

97.56

100.00

100.00

0.00

97.56

UDPFlood

100.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

HTTPFlood

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

SMTPFlood

44.87

95.51

100.00

15.38

43.89

SlowLoris

41.94

100.00

100.00

26.31

39.76

SYNScan

100.00

100.00

100.00

67.17

100.00

UDPScan

100.00

100.00

100.00

50.00

100.00

NULLScan

100.00

100.00

100.00

66.67

100.00

TCPConnect

100.00

100.00

100.00

74.18

100.00

Resiliency

92.53

96.74

97.64

74.99

90.44

containing only SYNFlood attacks and normal events, while the
resiliency and accuracy rates are defined through the replay of
the whole testbed environment (Section V).
The adversarial settings was generated by using the
detection mechanism – trained only with SYNFlood attacks –
against the remaining attacks that are unknown. The used set of
services are common in real-world environments. Thus, any
intrusion detection mechanism must be able to cope with such
attacks, regardless of which of them was used in the training
stage to obtain the model.
Notice that our evaluation approach can reproduce both
types of adversarial attacks (Section II): (i) causative: the SLID
is updated using incoming instances, therefore the attacker is
able to inject misclassified instances during the ongoing
training; and (ii) exploratory: the attacker is changing the attack
behavior to evade the intrusion detection, e.g., generating
HTTPFlood attacks in a system trained with SYNFlood attacks.
In our tests, the evaluated set of classifiers are trained with
a subset of 25% of the SYNFlood attacks recorded in the testbed
environment (Section V). The same number of normal events
are also randomly selected in the training stage.
1) Classifier’s Pool Setup and Evaluation
Each of SLID classifier pool view is represented through a
Hoeffding Tree (VFDT – Very Fast Decision Tree) [19]. The
VFDT enables the event classification through a series of IFTHEN statement, while the SLID model can be updated
incrementally. Each view is obtained using 50 percent of the
original feature set. A tumbling window of 2 seconds was used.
Figure 2 shows the resiliency rate tradeoff while varying the
number of views from 1 to 50. It is possible to note a
proportional relationship between the number of views and the
resiliency rate. For the tests, three Operation Points (OP) were
chosen: Low, Average and High, with 1, 25 and 50 views,
respectively.
To compare our proposal, we have also considered two
other approaches: traditional machine learning (TML) and
traditional stream learning (TSL). The TML refers to the
traditional machine learning approach in which the classifier
model is obtained in an offline manner. For the tests the J48
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Figure 3 – Operation Points throughput according to the number of Workers.

decision tree classifier was used. While the TSL relies in a
single VFDT stream learning classifier, using all features, in
which all classified instances are fed back to the stream learning
algorithm for its incremental update.
Table 1 shows the accuracy and resiliency rates for all
considered detection methods. The resiliency rate for the TML
refers only to the mechanism accuracy. The proposed Resilient
SLID approach is better than both of the evaluated techniques,
regardless of the considered operation point. TML and TSL had
resiliency rates of only 74.99 and 90.44 percent, respectively.
On the other hand, our proposal was able to reach resiliency rates
of 92.53, 96.74 and 97.64 percent for the Low, Average and High
operation points, respectively. Regarding the Average operation
point (25 views), the proposed approach improved the resiliency
rate by 21.75 and 6.30 percent when compared to TML and TSL,
respectively. Thereby, our proposed Resilient SLID was able to
provide a resilient stream learning intrusion detection
mechanism.
B. Network Flow Measurement
Our prototype was setup on a 12-node cluster in a single
rack, connected through a 10 GbE interface. Each node had a
single core CPU and 4 GB of memory. A total of 12 workers
were used to run the measurement tasks. In all experiments, we
have the following scenario: 1 worker executes the Apache
Kafka, 1 worker executes the Job Manager and a group of 1 to
10 worker nodes executes the Task Manager, each with a single
task slot.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the system
throughput and the number of workers for a tumbling window
of 2 seconds. When executing only the Network Flow
Measurement module, the SLID is able to reach 0.20 Gbps
throughput using 1-worker and 1.38 Gbps throughput using 10worker cluster. Thereby, the increase in average throughput is
0.12 Gbps for each added worker (with a single core).
C. Network Flow Measurement and Resilient SLID
The three chosen operation points (Table 1) were evaluated
for throughput purposes, whether the classifier pool update is
performed or not. Figure 3 shows the system throughput impact
when the pool update is performed (Class. & Update) and when
only the classification (Class.) is made.
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Figure 4 – Performance breakdown for an Average Operation Point.

10

One can notice that there is a direct relationship between the
chosen operation point (Low, Average or High) and the SLID
throughput. In the case of a 10-worker cluster, the Resilient
SLID presented a throughput of 1.32 Gbps, 1.19 Gbps and 0.71
Gbps for the Low, Average and High operation points,
respectively. Therefore, the increase in the resiliency rate incurs
in a throughput reduction, due to the increase in the number of
classifiers (views). Our proposed independent pool update
approach could decrease further the performance impact, by
separating the event class assignment process (Figure 1, Pool
Class Assigner) to the pool update process (Figure 1, Pool
Updater). Therefore, the pool update process incurred only in a
throughput decrease of 5.37 percent.
In average, the Network Flow Measurement, Classification
and Update process, represented 67.85, 25.41 and 6.74 percent
respectively from the overall demanded computation process
(Figure 4). Thereby, the Resilient SLID (Classification and
Update) module demanded only 32.15 percent from the
computation process (on average).
VII. RELATED WORK
Network traffic measurement is a well-established field.
However, due to the increase in the amount of generated data by
networked systems, a lot of attention has been brought for the
measurement of massive network activities [2]. Lee and Lee [3]
proposed a Hadoop-based Internet traffic monitoring and
analysis system. The authors performed the flow reconstruction
by mapping raw network activity (PCAP) files in HDFS. Their
proposed approach achieved 14 Gbps in a 200-node (2 cores
each) cluster. However, their system required the previous
storage of the PCAP files. The authors also performed the
network analysis relying in a simple connection threshold
through Hive [3] queries, which could be easily evaded by
sophisticated attackers.
Fortugne et al. [4] focused in integrating several anomalydetectors in the Hadoop architecture for network monitoring.
The authors also adopted a similar hash function approach to
divide network traffic in splits. Each split had an anomalydetection algorithm, which identify network activity by their
anomalous score according a specific threshold. However, their
approach is susceptible to adversarial attacks. Moreover, their
reported system throughput is unfeasible for monitoring of fast
networks.

Several approaches have been proposed for network
monitoring. However, in their majority, they rely in the previous
storage of PCAP data. Thus, the usage of Data Stream
Management Systems (DSMS) was considered in some works
[13, 20]. The DSMS for network monitoring enable to perform
continuous monitoring over received data. Baer et al. [13]
proposed a Data Stream Warehouse for network monitoring.
The authors also relied on time windows for incremental and
continuous queries execution. Moreover, they integrated their
proposal with a machine learning framework for the
classification of exported time windows. However, their
approach relied on a supervised dataset, without concerning
about the scalability of the machine learning algorithms. The
authors also did not address resiliency, neither model updates.
Due to the inherent evolving nature of the environments
where machine learning has been applied over the last years,
stream learning algorithms have seen an increasing interest from
the research community [19]. However, current approaches to
perform stream learning in the Big Data context are still
incipient. Apache Samoa [21] provides a platform for mining
evolving big data streams. In their distributed VFDT
implementation, they aim at decreasing the tree model update
time by using a vertical parallelism approach, in which every
example is split according to its attributes. Thus, model updates
can be performed in parallel. Their approach only works well for
highly dimensional data. In Storm-Moa [22], a horizontal
approach is adopted, in which several stream learning
algorithms are distributed and new examples are classified in a
round-robin fashion amongst the pool. However, their approach
assumes a supervised scenario.

the Low, Average and High operation points respectively, while
the pool model update incurred only in a throughput decrease of
5.37 percent (on average).
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